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Chapter 4 

The Connection 

Language is a virus from outer space. 
William S. Burroughs 

from "Home of the Brave, " a film by Laurie Anderson 

4.1 Similarities and Differences 

The language used to define concepts in description logics is very close to the modal 
language. This similarity was first noticed by Schild [1991], who used it as a bridge to 
transfer complexity results and axiomatizations from modal logics to description logics. 
But as Schild carefully noticed, the link between basic modal logics and description 
logics can only be established at the level of concept satisfiability. Basic modal logic is 
not expressive enough to account for either A-Box reasoning or inference in the presence 
of definitions (non-empty T-Boxes). 

In addition, as we saw in Chapter 2. some very expressive description languages 
include constructions for building complex roles like intersection, converse, and even 
transitive closure. By lifting the correspondence to Converse Prepositional Dynamic 
Logic (CPDL) [Fischer and Ladner, 1979], Schild accounts for these constructions and, 
using the collapsed model property of CPDL and the availability of the Kleene star, 
also for inference from non-empty T-Boxes. In [1994] De Giacomo and Lenzerini extend 
these results and in particular they also encode A-Box reasoning into CPDL. As the 
results in [De Giacomo, 1995] show, the project of embedding description logics into 
CPDL has proven successful, but it has two important disadvantages. 

With respect to complexity: the local satisfiability problem of CPDL is already 
ExpTiME-complete, and this blurs sharp complexity results. 
With respect to expressive power: the model theory of CPDL is complex, because 
the Kleene star (and hence a weak notion of induction) needs to be taken into 
consideration. 

In this chapter we will replace CPDL by hybrid languages and in this way improve on 
the items above. 

As we will show in Theorems 4.5 and 4.7 the connection between description and 
hybrid logics is indeed tight. It doesn't take much to realize some of the similarities 
between description and hybrid logics. To start with, both can be seen as fragments of a 
first-order language as we made explicit with the translations given in Proposition 2.12 
and Definition 3.3. And the similarities between the two translations are striking: in 
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50 Chapter 4- The Connection 

both cases we used relational similarity types and we can easily spot pairs of operators 
where the translation literally coincides. In particular notice that 

STACQD) = \/y.(STy(C) -»• STy{D)). 

STx(a:C) = STx(C)[x/a]. 

And 
ST„(Afo>-*^)) = Vy.(STv(<p) ^ STV&)). 

STx(@a^) = STx(cp)[x/a). 

To make things interesting, there are also differences. As we saw in Chapter 3, hybrid 
languages incorporate variables and the notion of binding, and as we started to investi
gate in Section 3.3.1, @ and J, work together in a nice synchrony. It seems worthwhile to 
explore what 4- would have to offer from a knowledge representation perspective. Moving 
in the other direction, once a tight logical link has been established between the two 
families of languages, we can export the huge experience on optimization techniques and 
algorithms developed for description logic, and replace the logically elegant but compu
tationally poor axiomatic systems we introduced in Definition 3.10 for hybrid languages 
by more effective inference mechanisms, as we will do in Chapter 5. To mention just one 
more point (and perhaps the one that will be most developed in this thesis), we will be 
able to take full advantage of modal model-theoretical techniques to explore expressive 
power (the main theme of Chapter 6) and complexity (as we do in Chapter 7). 

But let's start by introducing in detail the work of Schild, and De Giacomo and 
Lenzerini on the connections between modal and description languages. 

4.2 Schild's Terminologies 

It is straightforward to map concepts in ACC into PDL preserving satisfiability, actually 
basic multi-modal logic is enough. Just define the translation •' as 

(CiY = Pi, for Ci an atomic concept 

{-€)* = -(C() 
(CnDY = C A D ' 
{3R.CY = {R)Cl. 

It is clear that •' preserves satisfiability. But we need further expressive power if we 
want to account for T-Box and A-Box reasoning. The standard notion of bisimulation 
helps us prove this claim. Consider the signature S = ({Ci,C2}. {R}. {a}) and the 
interpretations I i = ({mi,m2}, -Zl) and I 2 = ({m3,m4,m5}, -l2) where 

Cf = {mi} C f = {m4} 

Cf1 = {mi.m2} Cf2 = {m3} 

RXl = {} R1* = {} 

a1' — mi az'2 = rnh. 
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Clearly. Xx models both C\ E C2 and a: C\ while I 2 models neither. On the other hand, 
when we consider X\ and X2 as modal models, the relation {(7712,7713)} is a bisimulation. 
But we should take care, C\ C C2 and a : Ci are global notions, they are true of an 
element of a model if and only if they are true of all elements. On the other hand 
basic modal formulas are local, the point of evaluation is relevant for their truth. Let's 
go through our argument taking special care of this issue. If a modal formula tp is 
equivalent to C\ C C2 then it would also behave globally, and C\ C C2 being true of 1\ 
would imply p being true of m2- By bisimulation tp would also be true of m3 and by 
'"global behavior" of I2 . But it isn't. We can give a similar argument for a:C\. 

One of the main differences between basic modal languages and description languages 
is this switch between a local and a global perspective. And this is the reason why we 
have incorporated the existential modality in hybrid languages. Given that 

M lh tp iff M, m II—i£-np for some m € M, 

E lets us talk about globality from a local perspective. 
Instead of using E, Schild accounts for terminological axioms by using the collapsed 

model property of CPDL and the availability of the Kleene star. Due to the collapsed 
model property (which states that any satisfiable CPDL formula is satisfiable in a con
nected model) we can ignore states which are not reachable by a finite sequence of 
backwards and forwards transitions through the accessibility relations. Thanks to the 
Kleene star we can "step over" all these transitions in one step. Formally, extend -l as 
follows 

(C C Df = (C* -> £>'). 

And for a finite set of terminological axioms T, let T( be /\ tp\ for ipi g T. Now, let 
T U {tp} be a finite set of terminological axioms and let R\,... , Rn be all the roles 
mentioned in TU {p}, then 

(T. {}) h V iff \= P i U flr1 U • • • U Rn U R-1)*}^ -> pl. 

As Schild remarks, this translation would not work for an infinite T. On the one hand, 
T might contain an infinite number of roles, but even in the case of a finite signature, 
PDL is not compact (see [Harel, 1984, Theorem 2.15]), hence it is not always possible 
to reduce inference from an infinite set to inference from a finite part of it. In addition, 
lack of compactness has a striking effect on the complexity of the consequence problem, 
which becomes highly undecidable, and indication that PDL is not computationally 
well behaved. The computational problems raised by the Kleene star have been well 
investigated both in the modal and description logic community [Ladner, 1977; Halpern 
and Moses, 1992; Sattler, 1996; Horrocks and Gough, 1997]; and authors like Sattler, 
and Horrocks and Gough have argued that in many cases the ability to define a role 
as transitive is all what you need in applications, instead of the full power of transitive 
closure. For example, transitive roles are enough to provide an adequate representation 
of aggregated objects, as they allow these objects to be described by referring to their 
parts without specifying a level of decomposition [Horrocks and Sattler, 1999]. 

Again it pays off to look carefully to the global vs. local issue. To fully appreciate 
the subtleties here, we will digress into a discussion on global and local notions of 
consequence. 
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4.2.1 Global and Local Consequence 

In Definition 3.2 we introduced two different notions of consequence for hybrid languages, 
which we called local and global: 

T f="'" ip iff for all models M. M lh T implies M lh <p. 

T \='°c p iff for all models M, assignments g and m e M. M.g. m lh T implies 
M,g, m lh ip. 

One word of warning to avoid confusion. As we said before, for languages without 
state variables we can cross out the assignment in the definition of \='°r. Still, the two 
notions of consequence are different because of the relativization to worlds. Perhaps it is 
simpler to discuss consequence in first-order terms, thinking on the first-order translation 
of modal, hybrid or description formulas. The availability of the two possibilities above 
is characteristic of a notion of consequence dealing with formulas instead of sentences. 
Given a set T U {p} of formulas which might contain free variables, the way we define 
the quantification on models and (first-order) assignments becomes meaningful. 

The global consequence relation is the one familiar from first-order logic, but it is 
always defined for T U {ip} a set of sentences (if they are formulas, the universal closure 
is usually considered). When TU {^} is a set of formulas — and they are indeed treated 
as formulas — the local definition becomes interesting (see for example the definition 
just before Proposition 2.3.6 in [Chang and Keisler, 1990]). 

Because modal and hybrid formulas may contain free variables when translated into 
the FO. it is important to understand the connection between these two notions of 
consequence. 

P R O P O S I T I O N 4.1. [van Benthem. 1983. Lemma 2.33] For T a set of basic modal for
mulas (in a mono-modal language), let BOXED(T) = {O'ip | ip £ T & i > 0}. Then, for 
any set T U {pi} of basic modal formulas 

T \=°'" p iff BOXED(T) h'"': <P-

The proof uses the fact that the collapsed model property holds for modal languages. 
The extension to multi-modal languages is trivial, just redefine BOXED to include all 
possible boxed prefixes in the multi-modal signature. 

The extension to hybrid languages needs more care. As we will see in Chapter 6. if 
the language does not contain the existential modality E. we can define a natural notion 
of generated model for hybrid languages and obtain the corresponding collapsed model 
property. And by defining BOXED properly, Proposition 4.1 also obtains in this case. 
Basically, if the language contains the @ operator then we should also generate from all 
named points, and accordingly, start by extending the set T to T' = Tu{@sip | ip e T}. 
and only then perform boxing by taking BOXED(T1). 

If the language does contains E then things are simpler, even though we cannot expect 
the collapsed model property to hold. Notice that in this case the relation between (=»'° 
and \='"'- is straightforward 

T K ' v? iff {Ac I v e T} ='"' p. (4.1) 
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In [1992]. Goranko and Passy study the properties of languages containing the existential 
modality, and prove that the global properties of a logic £ correspond to the local 
properties of the logic £ E which arises from £ by adding E. In particular. [Goranko and 
Passy, 1992] shows that for basic modal logics, global decidability, global finite model 
property, and global completeness of a logic £ are equivalent to their local versions for 
£ E (see [Kracht, 1999. Theorem 3.1.13] for a short proof). This result can be extended 
to hybrid languages without the J, binder as follows. We first establish a normal form 
for hybrid formulas not containing | . 

P R O P O S I T I O N 4.2. [Normal form] Let <p be a hybrid formula not containing the h binder. 
Then ^ is equivalent to a formula ip' where subformulas of the form Eip and @^ (if any) 
occur only at modal depth zero. In particular ip' can be taken to be 

A ( V M',«) V Ea, V \J @,z/(M) V TJ) 

for some (possible empty) index sets L, M, where p{l,m), o~i, V(i.i) and r, contains neither 
E nor @. Furthermore \ip'\ is polynomial in \<p\. 

P R O O F . We start by translating ip into negation normal form. Now we use the following 
equivalences to "push out" the E and A operators from inside the other modalities 

[Ri]Aik o [R,]±VAip 

[R,]Eip ^ [Ri\±VEip 

[Rt}(0VAiP) o [Ri]evAip 

[Ri\(evEtp) «• [R^ewEip 

[Ri](eAAip) o [Ri]6A[Ri]Aip 

lRi](eAEi>) <+ [i2i]J. V ([i2i]Ö A [i2i]E^r) 

@sAtp o Ap 

@sEip o Eip 

@s(9VAip) o @s9VAtp 

@S(9\/Eip) o @s9vEip 

@s(9/\AiP) o @s9AAip 

@ s (0AE^) o @ s 0AE^. 

Similar equivalences hold for the dual modalities {Rt) (@ is self dual). For pushing out 
@ we have 

[Ri]@iip <-• [Ri]±V@iip 

[RW v @tip) o [iï(]flv@iV 

[Ri](0A@iil>) o [Rt]9 A [Ri]@i4> 

@s@itp <-> @i1p 

@s(6»V@iV) ^ @,0V@iil> 

@8(9A@itp) <-> @s9A@iip. 

And similarly for the @ operators appearing under (Rt). Now, it only rests to use 
prepositional equivalences to obtain the normal form for ip. QED 

We are now ready to extend Goranko and Passy's result to ?^N((i?_1),@) and its sub
languages. 

T H E O R E M 4.3. Let the property P be either decidability, finite model property, or com
pleteness, and lei £ be any sublanguage ofrlN{{R'1). &). Then £ has P globally iff £ E 

has P locally. 
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P R O O F . The equivalence in (4.1) is enough to prove the left to right implication. For the 
other, we need a way to relate local validity of a formula in £ E to consequence in terms 
of \=£°. We assume that tp is in the normal form of Proposition 4.2. We can do away 
with conjunctions in tp, as \=CE tp1 A y?2 if and only if \=CE tpl and \=CE tp2. Hence, we 
need only consider tp - (V Ap,) V E<r V9. We will prove that \=CE f iff -iff | = f (V Pi) V9. 

[.<=]. We reason by contraposition. Assume ^=£E (Y/Aft) V Ea V Ö. Then there exists a 
model M and m £ M such that M, m lh (A^Ap,) A A-KT A -i0. Hence .M II—>CT and 

Mf(\iPl)ve. So^a^f (yPi) ve. 
[=>•]. Again we argue by contraposition. Assume -xr ^=£° (Y//>») v "• Then there is M 
such that M lh ->CT and A4 1/ ( Y / A ) V Ö; i.e., for some m E M, M.m lh (A~V») A ->0. 
But then AL m lh (A "Ap,) A -iEcr A ->9 and ^ £ E ^. QED 

Going back to description languages, notice that if we use \="'° instead of \='°% then basic 
modal logic is enough to encode terminological axioms, as the following equivalence holds 

< T , { } ) h ^ i f f T ' h s V -

By using (4.1), in the presence of E we can further move to 

(r,{})h^iff{A(T f)}H'"V. 

And given that the local consequence relation satisfies the deduction theorem 

(T, {}) |= tp iff H A(T*) -> tp*. 

Finally, if the logic is compact we can perform this reduction even for infinite T-Boxes. 
And by Theorem 4.3, we can investigate logical properties of inference from non-empty 
knowledge bases by studying the local properties of the language containing E. 

4.3 De Giacomo's Individuals 

Accounting for assertional information in CPDL is more complicated than encoding 
terminological axioms. In [De Giacomo and Lenzerini, 1994], a much more involved 
variation of the translation we discuss below is proposed. De Giacomo and Lenzerini 
enforce the unique name assumption (i.e., for a, b e IND. for all interpretation T, a ^ b 
implies a1 / b1), and also deal with complex structure on roles (union, composition, 
transitive closure, etc.) which makes for the additional complexity. Here we will only 
discuss the handling of individuals. 

Extend -( to assertions by defining 

(a:Cy = Pa^C\ 

({a,b):RY = pa^(R)Pb, 

where pa and pi, are propositional symbols. 
Let A be a finite set of assertions, define A' as A <Pi f° r Vi e A- T n e problem now 

is that in translating individuals as propositions in CPDL we have lost the information 
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that individuals denote a single element in the domain. Hence, we have to explicitly 
force these symbols to behave as individuals. 

Let E = (T. A) be a knowledge base, let i?i Rn be the roles appearing in S, let 
al,... , am be the individuals mentioned in E, and let SF(y>) be the set of all subformulas 
of ip. Let [U] stand for [(R1 U R[l U • • • U Rn U R^l)% and let 5 be a role not appearing 
in E. Let E* be 

[S][t/](A( AT')A/\({S)Pai A ( / \ [S}((U)(pa, A v) -+ [U](pai -> 0)))). 
l< i<m ¥><ESF(T(A.4f) 

We will prove that E is consistent if and only if E' is satisfiable. This is enough because, 
as we discussed in Proposition 2.6, in sufficiently expressive languages all reasoning tasks 
can be reduced to instance checking and. in its turn. (T,A) (= a:C is the case if and 
only if (T,AU{a:->C}) (= _L. 

PROPOSITION 4.4. A knowledge base E is consistent if and only if E' is satisfiable. 

PROOF. 

[=>]. Let I h (^,4). For s 0 Az. define a CPDL model M = (Af.{flJ U {S},V), 
where M = A z u{s} . 7?, = Rf.S = {(*, m) j m £ A1}, V(Q) = Cf and V(Pa.) = {of}. 
We prove that X , s lh E'. 

For any m G Az, a simple induction proves that M, m\\- A* A T*. Hence, .M, s lh 
[5][C/](^*AT*). Because s is S-related to all elements in Az, also A l s lh (S)par It rest 
to prove for any a,, 

M, s lh / \ [5]((L0(pOi A ib) -> [U](Pai -> V)). 
^eSF(T'A,4<) 

But this follows from the fact that the denotation of each pa. is a singleton. 
[<=}. Now suppose .M = (Af, {ƒ?,} U {5}. V) is a CPDL model, and for s G M we 
have A4,s lh E(. Because of the collapsed model property of CPDL, we can assume 
that M is a connected model. Define M' = (Af, {#<}, V") where Af' = {m \ S(s,m)}, 
R!t = (Ri) [M,&nd V' = Vm: 

Clearly M' lh [£/](A' A Tr). and hence Af lh A1 A T(. Also, the following formula is 
globally true in M': A^SF^'AA^11)^ Ati>) -> [C/](p0j -> 0)). So for v £ SF(T(AAf), 
if for some m G Af', M', m lh paj A ib then Af' lh pa. -> V- Furthermore, for any p0., 
there is m G Af' such that Af. m lh pa.. Notice that A4' is a modal model. Define 
Mf = (M}. {R{}.V!) as a filtration of M' through SF(T( A A'). We prove that for 
any a,, 1//(p0i) is a singleton. Because, let mum2 G Vf(pai) and let ib G mi, then 
Af. mi lh p0j A V, and hence Af ,m2 lh ?/) and ib e m2. This proves mi = m2. 

Now, consider Mf as a description logic interpretation -x, where af = m. for m G 
Vffpa,). Clearly I h= E. Q E D 

As remarked in [Horrocks ei a/., 2000b], De Giacomo's translation is probably too in
volved and costly to provide effective decision methods. It is also difficult to extract 
theoretical results from it, except for the general complexity results presented in [De 
Giacomo and Lenzerini. 1994]. As we already remarked, the model theory of PDL is 
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intricate because of the inductive nature of the Kleene star, and the cryptic translation 
provides little help on simplifying things out. 

The main difficulty of the translation above is on forcing propositional symbols in 
CPDL to behave as individuals. If we use hybrid logics instead, we can simply use 
nominals. In addition, given our discussion in Section 4.2.1 the E modality gives us 
access to globality and we don't need to rely on the Kleene star. So. hybrid logic and 
not CPDL seems to be the language of choice for a modal counterpart of description 
languages able to deal with full terminological and assertional reasoning. 

4.4 Into Hybrid Logics 

Consider the following translation •h. 

(Ci)h 

{-<!)» 
(C n D)h 

(3R.C)h 

{3R-\C)h 

...,On})h 

(3R.{a})h 

(C C Df 

(a:C)h 

((a,b):R)h 

= 

= 

= 

= 
= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

Pi, for d an atomic concept 

-(Ch) 
Chf\Dh 

(R)Ch 

(Rr^C 
d\ V • • • V an 

(R)a 

A(Ch -> Dh) 

&aCh 

@a(R)b. 

THEOREM 4.5. Let £ = (T, A) be a knowledge base in ACCÖBX, and ip a terminological 
axiom or an assertion, then 

(T,A)\=<piff N ( A ^ A A ^ ) ^ / -
xper xjieA 

The proof in this case is obvious (and the connection between the two languages stronger 
than with CPDL), as any model of {T,A) and ip can be viewed directly as a model of 
(A 'gr ^'h A A '£A Vh) -^ ^Ph a nd vice versa. By using additional nominals we can also 
account for conjunction of roles: 

(3(Ri n R2).C)h = (Ri)i A {R2)i A @tC
h for i a new nominal, while 

((a,by.RxH R2)
h = @a{Rx)b A &a(R2)b. 

Equivalently. we could have put (3(#i n R2).C)h = (Ri)(i A Ch) A (R2){i A Ch), and 
do without tï. But this is not a linear translation and. as we will soon see. using @ 
and restricting the use of nominals is more ''natural" from a description logic point of 
view. Notice that in any case, we need to move to an extended language to account for 
role conjunction (as we need new nominals) in this way. To remain in the spirit (and 
strength) of the previous translation we would do better by introducing role conjunction 
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into hybrid logics as investigated in [Passy and Tinchev. 1985a]. Similarly, we could add 
counting modalities to account for the ,V constructor. 

Blackburn and Tzakova [1998c] also propose using hybrid languages to embed de
scription logics, highlighting the connection between assertional information and nom-
inals, and the use of the existential modality to encode terminological axioms. But 
Blackburn and Tzakova introduce undecidable hybrid languages (containing the V quan
tifier) for this account, arguing in favor of the gains on expressiveness that these more 
powerful languages have to offer. Instead, our translation tries to remain as faithful as 
possible to the original description language, and pay special attention to decidability 
issues. 

It is important to pin down exactly which expressive power we need to encode the 
different languages and reasoning tasks. For example, the existential modality is required 
only for translating terminological axioms, while @ is only used for assertions. 

DEFINITION 4.6. In the next sections we will discuss properties concerning the following 
hybrid languages. The first two were introduced already in Section 3.3. 

%M((-R - 1 ) , 'Q ,E) , in which the full -h translation can be made. 
W.N({R~1), @), in which we can only encode knowledge bases with empty T-Boxes 
as we have dropped the existential modality. 

The next two languages restrict the use of nominals, so that they can only appear as 
sub-indices of @ and in the construction @a(R)b or @0(.R

-1)&. We have dropped the N 

in the name to mark this restriction. On the description logic side, these restrictions are 
equivalent to the absence of the one-of O operator from the concept language, and the 
circumscription of nominals to A-box statements. 

HdR^1). @, ©O. E). in which we cannot translate the one-of operator Ö. 
/H{(R~l),@,@0). the "empty T-Boxes" version of the previous language. 

UUR'1), @, @0) is a sublanguage of "^ ( ( iT 1 ) , @). and the languages "«((iT1), @, @0, 
E) and %N((#_ 1) , <§), E) are obtained from the other two by the introduction of the 
existential modality. From a hybrid logic point of view, %N((/t>~1), @) is probably the 
most natural language. The other three languages are specially devised to address two 
issues: restricting the use of nominals to the way they are traditionally introduced in 
description logics, and obtaining global expressivity to represent terminological axioms. 
We will also discuss the "pure future" versions of these languages, where we drop the 
(R^1) operator. We will see that this can, in some cases, make an important difference 
in terms of complexity. 

We have defined each of the logics mentioned above to be expressive enough to permit 
the encoding of certain specific description logics. But it is also important to investigate 
in which ways we have extended the expressive power of the language with the move into 
hybrid languages. The general answer is: we have incorporated Boolean structure into 
the knowledge base, and allowed explicit interaction among T-Box definitions. A-Box 
assertions and concepts. 
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Take for example the most expressive language UN((R 1},i&. E). Given Proposi
tion 4.2 we can assume tp £ 7^N((/?_1}, @, E) to be 

A( V M'."») V Ecr, V V Oĵ ftfl VT|). 
(eL meM i€N0M 

where P{i,m), <*U v(i,ï) a nd n contains neither E nor '§. By allowing negations in the T-Box 
we can encode validity of formulas in HM((R~1), a, E) as instance checking as follows. 
Define Boolean knowledge bases as pairs S = (T, ,4) where T is a set of Boolean com
binations of terminological axioms, and A a set of Boolean combinations of assertions. 
For I £ L, define £{, = (T^A'J to be 

T^ = H T C p ^ ) ) | m £ M} U{T C ^af"1} 

^ = {< = -«fw | » 6 N 0 K % ) } 

where •ft~1 is the backwards translation from the hybrid language into ACCÖI, mapping 
Boolean and modal operators into the corresponding description logic ones and using 
singleton one-of sets {i} for translating nominals. Then 

THEOREM 4.7. For any formula p in H/v((i?_1). @, E), let a & NOM(^). then tp is valid 
iff for all I € L,Tfv tail?-1. 

It is interesting to remark that even allowing Boolean knowledge bases, we cannot recast 
validity of hybrid formulas as inference in terms of a unique knowledge base. This is 
because the separation between terminological axioms, assertions and simple concepts 
still impose syntactic restrictions which don't exist when we wear our hybrid logic spec
tacles. Trivially, if the index set L above is a singleton, then a unique knowledge base is 
sufficient. I.e.. we can characterize precisely the fragment of 'HN((#~ 1 ) ,@, E) perfectly 
matching the expressivity of ACCÖX with Boolean knowledge bases. 

As we will see in the next section, allowing the extra flexibility that Boolean knowl
edge bases offer does not modify the complexity class in which the reasoning tasks 
fall (for the languages we are considering), but it does increase expressivity. Boolean 
knowledge bases have also been considered by Wolter and Zakharyaschev in a series of 
papers investigating ways of combining description and modal languages [Wolter and 
Zakharyaschev, 1998. 1999b. 1999, 1999a. 2000: Wolter. 1999]. 

4.5 Pay Day 

The links between hybrid and description logics are so strong that we can immediately 
start the harvest by interpreting result in one of the fields in the light of the other. 
This is what we are going to do now. and from many different perspectives: complexity, 
expressive power, meta-logical properties, new operators, etc. We will mainly draw 
results from the work we will carry out in the remaining chapters of the thesis, and 
also on well known result which can be put to new use. Sometimes, an exhaustive 
investigation will not be possible, but we will always introduce the main ideas and 
techniques. 

In any case, by the end of this section we should have drilled ourselves into looking 
at results in hybrid logics with description logic eyes and vice versa. 
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4.5.1 Complexity 

Also for complexity we need to pay attention to the difference between local and global 
notions. For a modal language, we can distinguish between the local Sat problem 
(determining whether for a given formula ip there exists a model M and m e M such 
that M,m Ih tp), and the global Sat problem (where we require a model M such that 
M IF (f). Of course, if the logic contains the E modality, both problems collapse to 
the same. And as we argued in Section 4.2.1, we can study the global Sat problem 
of a language C by analyzing the local Sat problem of CE. In addition, we can study 
different classes of frames as is standard in modal logic (transitive, linear, etc.), hence 
a Sat problems should also be qualified with respect to a given class of models. For F a 
class of models and a language £, F-Sat(C) is the (global or local) satisfiability problem 
of the language when its class of models is restricted to F. In this section we will be 
mainly interested in the class K of all models. 

The complexity of the satisfiability problem of the four languages in Definition 4.6 
can be established by drawing from some of the results we will discuss in detail in 
Chapter 7. Let us first consider the "pure future" fragments, i.e.. we only consider 
formulas without the (i?_1) operator. 

In Theorem 7.15 we prove that the local K-Sat problem for HN(@) is PSPACE-

complete. This results sets also the complexity of H(@,@0), because this language 
contains the basic modal language. We obtain an EXPTIME upper bound for the lo
cal K-Sat problem for %N(@, E) as a corollary of Theorem 7.20. Given Spaan's result 
concerning the EXPTIME completeness of modal logic expanded with the existential 
modality [Spaan, 1993], both U(@,@0,E) and ftN(@,E) are ExpTlME-complete. 

If we now switch to the description logic perspective, the results above imply that it is 
the move from empty T-Boxes to full T-Boxes which modifies complexity, independently 
of whether we consider standard or Boolean knowledge bases, as the same complexity 
obtains for the knowledge bases introduced in Definition 2.2. Furthermore, the addition 
of the one-of operator Ö and role fillers B offers more expressivity at no cost (up to a 
polynomial). Notice how the encoding into hybrid languages instead of CPDL works to 
our advantage here, as we can identify cases falling into the PS PACE complexity class. 
Let's gather these results neatly. 

THEOREM 4.8. 

i. Instance checking for Boolean knowledge bases with empty T-Boxes is solvable in 
PSPACE (hence PSPACE-complete) for the language ACCTZOB. 

ii. Instance checking for Boolean knowledge bases is solvable in EXPTIME (hence 
EXPTIME-complete) for the language ACCTZOB. 

Notice that we don't need to restrict to empty A-boxes in item i), and remember that by 
Proposition 2.6, the complexity results for instance checking extend to all the reasoning 
tasks we defined in Section 2.3. 

Things are different when the (R~l) operator is present. As we prove in Theo
rem 7.18. adding just one nominal to basic temporal logic moves the complexity of 
the local satisfiability problem over K from PSPACE- to ExpTiME-hard. As the EXP

TIME upper bound of Theorem 7.20 actually covers also rin{{R^1)• §- E). we have that 
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the local K-Sat problems of ^ ( ( i T 1 ) , @), HURT1), @, SO. E) and ^ ( ( i T 1 ) , © , E) are 
ExpTiME-complete. 

A PSPACE upper bound for 7^((i?_1), @, ©O) is easy to establish by using the fact 
that @ operators need only appear at modal depth zero. We give a sketch of the proof. 
To avoid confusion we will write @i(Rr)j as Rr(i,j). Let 

<p=/\\ V %.)vVr'Va')' 
leL ieNOM 

where each Ij is a collection of formulas of the form Rr(i,j) or -iRr(i,j), and i/(W), a; 
contain neither © nor nominals. As PSPACE = NPSPACE, non-deterministically choose 
from each conjunct of <p the disjunct satisfied by a model of ip. Call such a set CHOICE. 
Now, for each i, let S* = [<p | ©*<? G CHOICE}, create a polynomial model satisfying Si 
at the point rrii (notice that all formulas in S; are basic temporal formulas and hence 
a PSPACE model can be constructed). Similarly, create a polynomial model for all 
formulas in CHOICE which are not ©-formulas. Let M be de disjoint union of all these 
models. Finally, if Rr(i,j) e CHOICE, add the pair {mi,m:j) to Rr. The model of tp 
obtained in this way has size polynomial in \ip\. 

Again, evaluating the difference in terms of complexity that the presence or absence 
of the (R~l) makes, wouldn't be possible using the CPDL translation. 

THEOREM 4.9. 

i. Instance checking for Boolean knowledge bases with empty T-Boxes is solvable in 
PSPACE (hence PSPACE-complete) for the language ACCTZBT. 

ii. Instance checking for knowledge bases with empty T- and A-Boxes is EXPTIME-

hard for the language ACCXO. 
lit. Instance checking for Boolean knowledge bases is solvable in EXPTIME (hence 

ExpTiME-complete) for the language ACCIZOBZ. 

The ExpTiME-hardness result for HN{{R~1)) (basic temporal logic with at least one 
nominal) contrast sharply with the good complexity behavior of %N(@)- F°r example, 
as we will see in Theorems 7.22 and 7.24. if we move to the class of transitive models, 
even *HH{@, E) is PSPACE-complete (meaning that there are PSPACE algorithms even for 
inference from non-empty T-Boxes), while KN((R~1)) remains obstinately in EXPTIME. 

In Chapter 7 we will investigate further the issue of complexity in different classes 
of models. One of the main results (Theorem 7.29 and Corollary 7.31) implies that 
instance checking for Boolean knowledge bases in ACC1ZOB1 can be solved in PSPACE 

if we consider only transitive trees as models. 

On the other hand, known complexity results from description logics can be usefully 
translated into hybrid terms. For example, as we will discuss in Section 4.5.5. little is 
known with respect to the extension of hybrid languages with counting. 

Also, the "folklore" result concerning the PSPACE-completeness of instance checking 
for ACC when T-Boxes are restricted to simple and acyclic terminological axioms (recall 
our discussion in Section 2.2.2) implies that when syntactic restrictions are imposed on 
the use of E we can avoid ExpTiME-hardness for the local K-Sat problem of W(@, ©O, E). 
[Lutz, 1999a. 1999b] provide the first detailed complexity analysis of inference from 
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simple, acyclic T-Boxes. Interestingly, as Lutz proves, the restriction to simple, acyclic 
T-Boxes not always preserves complexity: instance checking in AC.CT (ACC extended 
with features, feature agreement and feature disagreement) is PSPACE-complete for 
empty T-Boxes, but it turns NExpTiME-complete even when only simple, acyclic T-
Boxes are allowed. Lutz' results are in line with Spaan's [1993, 1996], where it is shown 
that extensions with the E operator behave rather chaotically, complexity-wise. 

4.5.2 Expressive Power 

Baader [1996] and Borgida [1996] were the first to address the issue of expressive power 
for description languages. Each author proposes different means to measure expressive 
power. Borgida compares complex concepts and roles in description languages with 
first-order formulas: there should be a translation from complex concept and roles of 
a DL into first-order formulas in one and two free variables respectively, such that for 
each interpretation their denotations coincide. Baader, on the other hand, remains 
"on the description logic side." To compare the expressive power of two DLs C\ and 
£2 he proposes to define translations between the atomic concepts of the T-Boxes in 
each language, and compare the denotation of concepts in a T-Box Tx G L\ with the 
denotation of the translated concepts in T2 G £2 on models of 7i and T2 respectively. 
Interestingly, the translation function maps only atomic concept to atomic concepts and 
is allowed to be different for each T-Box. 

More recently, Kurtonina and de Rijke [1999] have taken a modal perspective on the 
topic and provided a detailed analysis of the expressive power of concepts in DLs by 
means of (bi-)simulations. The most interesting result, from a logic point of view, dis
cussed by Kurtonina and de Rijke is their "deconstruction" of the notion of bisimulation 
to address languages which lack full Boolean expressivity. But Kurtonina and de Rijke 
only address the expressive power of concepts. 

Instead, in this section we will study the expressive power which full knowledge bases 
offer, taking advantage of the tools we have introduced in Chapter 3. In particular, 
we will use hybrid bisimulations. In Definition 3.13 and the discussion that follows, 
we spelled out almost all the necessary bits for defining the appropriate notions of 
bisimulation for the languages in Definition 4.6. 

D E F I N I T I O N 4.10. [Bisimulations] Let M = (M,{R^},VM) and A' = {N,{Rf}, VjV) 
be two hybrid models. Let ~ be a non-empty binary relation on M x N, and consider 
the following properties on ~ : 

(prop) If 772 ~ 7?,, then m G VM(p) iff n G VM{p), for p G PROP, 
(nom) If m ~ n, then m G VM(i) iff 77 G VM(i), for i G NOM. 
(forth) If 777 - 77 and R^(m, rri), then 3n' G N.(R?(n, n') k m' ~ n'). 
(forth"1) If m ~ n and RJ^(m'. m), then 3n' G N.(Rf(n', n) k m' ~ ri). 
(back) A condition similar to (forth), but from M to .Vf. 
( b a c k - 1 ) A condition similar to ( for th - 1 ) , but from M to M. 
(@) For all nominals i in NOM. iM ~ iM. 

(@0) Let i,j be nominals in NOM. then Rr{iM,jM) iff RT(i*,3*). 

(E) ~ is total and surjective. 
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Now for the final definitions: 
i. ~ is an W{{#-1}, @, SO) bisimulation if it satisfy the conditions (prop), (forth), 

(forth"1), (back), (back"1), (@) and (@0). 
it. ~ is an 'HN((i?_1), @)-bisimulations if in addition it satisfies (nom). (And in this 

case (@0) can be derived from the others.) 
iit. 'H((i?_1), @, @0, E)- and HN({R~l). @, E)-bisimulations are obtained, respectively, 

from TL{{R~l),@, ©O)- and ^ ( ( . R - 1 ) , @)-bisimulations by requiring the addi
tional condition (E). 

Definition 4.10 has been devised to obtain the following result. 

PROPOSITION 4.11. Let TL be any of the languages TL({R-[), @, @0), ^ „ ( ( r 1 ) , @), 
U((Br1),@, ©O, E) orUN{{R-1), ;S',E). Let M and M be two models, and ~ an ?{-
bisimulation between M and Af. 

Then for m e M,n £ Ar, and /or any formula ip in TL, m ~ n => (.M, m lh 
V? iffAf,n\\- ip). 

Proposition 4.11 alone lets us establish a hierarchy of expressive power. 

DEFINITION 4.12. For two logics TL and TL', TL 4 TL' denotes that for each formula tp in 
TL there exists a formula ip1 in 'H' such that for each model M and m e M, M,m\\- ip 
iff M , m lh iff. We write TL ^ TL' li TL ^ Ti' and not "H' ^ ft. 

Our approach to comparing the expressive power of languages is different from the 
proposals of Borgida and Baader we discussed above. From the local, hybrid logic 
perspective, we can compare the relative expressive power of two languages by simply 
requiring the existence of an equivalent formula (a formula which receives the same 
denotation under all interpretations). This notion is stronger that simple satisfiability 
preservation. The interesting twist is that we have internalized terminological definitions 
and assertions into the hybrid language, and hence implemented an approach similar 
to the one used in [Kurtonina and de Rijke, 1999] but this time accounting for full 
knowledge bases. Let's see how this works. 

It is immediate that U{{R-l),@MO) 4 TLH{{R-1), &) and TL{{R-l)/&,®>0, E) ^ 
TLti{{R~l), @,E). More interestingly, each of the relations is strict. Given 'H 4 TL'. to 
prove TL -< TL' it is enough to provide models M and M.'', points m e M, m' € M', 
an ft-bisimulation linking m and m' and a formula in TL' such that M,m lh ip and 
M',m' \f ip. Consider the models in Figure 4.1.a) and the bisimulation relation linking 
all points in M.\ with all points in M.2- All conditions in Definition 4.10 except (NOM) 
are easy to check. So. the relation is both an TL((R~l), @, @0)-bisimulation and an 
TLdR'1),©, @0, E)-bisimulation. Furthermore. Mi,mi lh -.@,j while M2,m3 I/- ->@jj. 
Hence TL{{R-X), 8, QO) -< TLH{{R-1), @) and TL{{R-1), @0, E) -< TLNÜR-1), ^- E). 
The relation between TLNUR'1),®) and TL{{R~l), @, @0. E) is more complex. We 
can prove both that TLN({R-l).:Q,) 4 ^(( . f r 1) , <Q, !&0, E) and TL{{R-X), @,@0,E) 4 
Tlti((R~l),@). For the first, we need but reuse the models in Figure 4.1.a). While the 
models in Figure 4.1.6) and the V.fi((R~1), @)-bisimulation sending mi to m3 proves 
'H((R'1),@,@0,E) 4 HN((i?_1),@), as Ap holds in m3 and not in mx. Nevertheless, 
we can prove that Ti^R"1), @, @0, E) is at least as expressive as TLN({R~1), @) if we are 
only interested in satisfiability (and not in the existence of an equivalent formula). 
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Figure 4.1: Separating languages 

P R O P O S I T I O N 4.13. Let ip be a formula in %«((i ï - 1},@), then there exists a formula 
tp' e % ( ( ü - 1 ) , @ , @0, E) SMC/I iftai </? *5 satisfiable iff if' is satisfiable. 

P R O O F . Given a formula tp E % N ( ( - R _ 1 ) , @), introduce for each a, e NOM(<p) a propo
sition letter pak not in PROP(y>). Define ip' as 

ip':= ip[ai/pai,... ;an/pan} A / \ COND(a,,^) 
ai€NOM(v>) 

where 
CONDfa, tp) := @atPat A A(Pa, -> / \ (@0!^ -> i&)). 

^eSF(¥>[ai/pai,...,a„/pan]) 

Notice first that <£>' is a formula in rlUR'1), @, @0, E). Actually, the range of the trans
lation falls into the weaker language H((i ï~1) ,@, E). Notice also that the translation 
is polynomial. The intuition behind COND(ï, ip) is as in Proposition 4.4: we should 
force all states satisfying pai to agree in all subformulas of ip[a\/pai, •.. ,an/panj. But 
now, instead of having to reach for the values through the accessibility relations using 
[RiUR^1U- • -UR^1], we can simply jump to a, by using @. It rests to prove satisfiability 
preservation. 

The left to right direction is simple. Given M.w lh tp, define M' = (M', {R'r}, V') 
as follows: M' = M, R'r = Rr and V'{pai) = V{ar) for pai one of the propositions used 
in the translation, and V'(a) = V(a) for any other atom. M',w lh ip'. 

For the other direction, let M' = (M',{R'r},V), w' <E M' be such that w' lh iff. 
Let Mf be a filtration of M' through SF(<p[a,i/pai,. • . , an/paJ). We can prove that for 
ij. e NOM(^), Vf(pak) is a singleton with a similar argument than in Proposition 4.4, 
but now using @0i. Extend Vf by setting Vf(a,i) = Vf(pai), and Vf(a) - \w'\ for any 
other nominal. We will obtain Mf, \w'\ lh tp. QED 

These expressive separation results easily translate to description languages. For two 
description languages C\ and £ 2 , define C\ ^ C2 if for any knowledge bases S in C\ 
there is a knowledge base E' in £ 2 such that for all interpretations I , X J= E iff T \= E'. 
Notice now that the formulas we have used to separate the languages can easily be recast 
as assertions (@,j O i: {]}) or terminological definitions (Ap O T C p). and similarly 
for the translation used in the proof of Proposition 4.13. 

The notions of bisimulation we have defined not only separate the fragments of first-
order logic which corresponds to the hybrid logics we have been discussing, they also 
characterize them. For H any of our hybrid languages, we say that a first-order formula 
a(x) in the first-order language over (RELU {P3 | p3 £ PROP}. NOM. {x, y}) is invariant 
for %-bisimulations if for all models M and M. and all states m in M. n in Ar, and 
all 'H-bisimulations ~ between M and M such that m ~ n. we have M \= a(x)[rn] iff 
A' \=a(x)[n}. 
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T H E O R E M 4.14. For U any of HdR-1), @, @0), UN{{R-1), &), ^ ( ( i ? _ 1 ) , @ , @ 0 , E) 
or "Hfi((Ji~ \. S), E \ a first-order formula otix) over the signature ''REL U {P« ' p- £ 
PROP}. NOM. {x,y}) is invariant for %-bisimulations iff it is equivalent to the hybrid 
translation of a hybrid formula in H. 

The proof is a standard diagram chasing. We will see more details in Chapter 6. 

4.5.3 Interpolation and Beth Definability 

In Chapter 6 we will investigate the interpolation and Beth definability properties for a 
variety of hybrid languages. What is the role of these two properties in the setting of 
description logics? 

Let's first introduce some notation. For E = (T ,A) ,E ' = {T'.A') two knowledge 
bases, let E U E' be (T U T', A l l .A'), and E[C/Z>] be the knowledge base obtained from 
E by replacing each occurrence of the concept C by D. Now, suppose that for a given 
knowledge base E the following holds, 

E[(7/.Di] U E[C/A>] \=D!=D2 for some DUD2 £ CON(E). (4.2) 

Notice that (4.2) needs not be the case for all knowledge bases E and concepts C. For 
example, for the simple knowledge base E = ({C C A}, {}) we have 

({D1QA,D2QA},{})fiD1±D2. 

Actually, (4.2) implies that E encodes enough information concerning C to provide 
a complete — though not necessarily explicit — definition. Now, if the (global) Beth 
definability property (see Definition 6.18) holds for the language of E, then there actually 
exists an explicit definition of C. I.e., there is a concept D not involving C such that 

E \=C = D. 

Given that description languages take definitions very seriously, the Beth definability 
property (i.e., the capacity of the language to turn implicit definitions into explicit) 
seems highly relevant. 

There are well know examples of languages for which the Beth definability property 
fails: the finite variable fragments of first-order logic, the —^-fragment of classical prepo
sitional logic, or full first-order logic when interpreted on finite models. On the other 
hand for example, all modal logics extending K 4 have the Beth definability property. 
The work of Maksimova [1991a, 1991b, 1992a, 1992b, 1992c] is the main reference on 
interpolation, Beth definability and their interrelations for modal languages. 

There doesn't seem to be one uniform direct way of proving or disproving Beth 
definability. The standard approach to establish the property is via a detour through 
interpolation (see Definition 6.15). In first-order and modal languages, the (arrow) 
interpolation property implies the Beth definability property and, as we will discuss in 
Section 6.2.2, the same relation holds for hybrid languages. 

Hence, positive interpolation results for hybrid languages would translate into nice 
definability properties of the corresponding description language. Sadly, for languages 
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where nominals appear free in formulas, and which do not provide a binding mechanism, 
failure of arrow interpolation seems to be the norm. In particular, in Section 6.2 we pro
vide counter-examples to the arrow interpolation property for the basic modal language 
extended with nominals. %N(@) and Hs{@). The extensions of these languages with the 
(R~l) operator fare no better, and adding the E operator doesn't help either. Hence, in 
all these cases, the most traded path to establish Beth definability is closed for us. 

The case is different for H(@,@0) and 7i((R'1},@,'&0). As we will now show, 
we can extend the constructive method for establishing arrow interpolation presented 
in [Kracht. 1999, Section 3.8]. to handle @ and @<0. Again we will make use of the 
normal form introduced in Proposition 4.2. 

Kracht proves interpolation for a family of modal languages by means of tableaux. 
Given a complete tableau system for a logic C, consider a closed tableau for ipA-iij). Now, 
proceed inductively from the tableau leaves up to the root and for the set of formulas X 
in each node, provide a splitting X = X" U Xc into antecedent and consequent formulas 
together with an interpolant for /\ X" and /\ Xc. This is done by analyzing one by one 
each of the tableau rules. At the end of the process we arrive at a formula 9 in the 
common language such that ip A -i0 and 9 A ~np have closed tableaux. Hence 9 is an 
interpolant of ip —> ip. 

Investigating interpolation always involves paying special attention to the exact lan
guage in which deduction is carried over. The tableaux used in this kind of proofs should 
be specially designed along these lines, and be careful on the vocabulary used during a 
proof. For example, systems introducing new labels, as the constraint systems we dis
cussed in Section 2.4, are usually of no help. The connection between tableaux systems 
and interpolation for modal languages has been explored in detail in [Rautenberg, 1983]. 

To prove interpolation for W(@, @0), we extend the tableau system T for K intro
duced in [Kracht, 1999] with rules to handle @ and @0, and prove that the inductive 
construction of the interpolant can be carried over in the extended system. Our work 
is particularly simple: given the normal form of formulas in %(@,@0), the rules for 
@ and @0 need to be applied only once in any closed tableau. The tableau system 
T for K is the following. The rules in T transform sets of modal formulas into new 
sets. Below. X. Y are sets of formulas, ip, ip are formulas, [Rr]S = {[Rr]p | P € S}, and 
X;<p = XU{ip}. 

W i <AE> %r? (^E) 

(VE, W (W) 
X;V\X:i,' ' X 

! « * (1«,1E,. 

Extend T to T' with the following rules. Below, @iS = {@i<p | y? e S} and we write 
®i{Rr)J a s Rr(hj) to avoid confusion with our notation @iX. 

If a hybrid formula is in normal form, then (@jE) and (Rr(i,j)E) need to be applied 
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only once in a branch of a tableau, because the consequence of each rule is a set of 
basic modal formulas. Hence any closed tableau in T ' involving some application of 
the two new rules, can be turned into an equivalent one which starts with a number 
of applications of the Boolean rules till they cannot be applied further, followed by an 
application of either (@$E) or (i? r(;, j )E) (but not both) and ending as a tableau in T. 
To complete the argument provided by Kracht for the new two rules, we need only verify 
that given an interpolant 9 for X = Xa; Xc, @t9 is an interpolant for @{X = @tX

a; @,XC. 
And similarly, given an interpolant 9 for X\\ Xi = X°; X%; X{; X%, @j9 is an interpolant 
for % X i ; @t[RT\X2; Rrfaj) = % * ? ; O j [ / y X J ; % * [ ; @i[Rr]Xt;Rr{i,j)c. 

Notice that the proof above is constructive, i.e., we can explicitly obtain an inter
polant for <p -» tp from a tableau for <p;^ip- Arrow interpolation for 7^((/?_1), @, ©O) 
can be established in a similar way, my means of an extension of the tableau construction 
for the temporal basic logic K.t- Hence 

T H E O R E M 4.15. U(@, ©O) and %{{R~l),@,@0) have arrow interpolation. 

As we said, arrow interpolation implies global Beth definability: implicit definitions in 
W(@, @0) can be turned into explicit definitions. And we can attempt to transfer this 
property to the description logic counterpart of 'H(@, @0). We would do as follows, 
suppose a knowledge base E = (T.A) in ACC satisfies the conditions in (4.2). Then 
we can translate S into a theory T of H(@, @0) (as we are using global consequence 
this time we don't need E), and T[pc /poJ U T[PC/PD2] \="'° PDI <-> PD2- Applying Beth 
definability for W(@, @0) we obtain a formula 9 such that T \=9'° 9 f-)- pc. Now, 9 is an 
explicit definition of C, but it is in the full language %(@, SO) , i.e., it might contain 
subformulas of the form @;V and @jOj. Because of the syntactic restrictions imposed 
by the division into T- and A-Box information it will not always be possible to translate 
9 into a concept in ACC. To see an example, suppose 9 is of the form <§>;!/ V xjj. Hence 
we will have that E |= (@iU —• (pc «-> T)) A (@i-<v —> (pc -H- ?/.')). That is, we obtain a 
definition of C conditioned on assertional information. 

More generally, we first write 9 in normal form to obtain 

7>'""(A( V Oi"W))Vn)*+PC. 
lei ieNOM 

Notice that for a hybrid formula ip and @jf G SF(^) such that @ does not appear in v, 
ip is equivalent to (@jZ/ -> tp[@iv/T\) A {@i^v —> ip[@iv/±]). By iterating this rewriting 
o n (A(ei(VigNOM ©iv(i,i)) V r ( ) ^ Pc we finally obtain a series of definitions of C in terms 
of concepts of ACC, but conditioned on assertional information to be inferred from E. 

There is an interesting connection between the Beth definability property and our 
discussion in Section 2.2.2 concerning restricted definitions. As we mentioned there, 
the restriction to acyclic definitions was aimed at avoiding the introduction of circular 
concepts, i.e., concepts defined in terms of themselves. This kind of concepts, it was 
argued, called for some kind of fixed point semantics and this kind of semantics was 
computationally expensive [Nebel, 1990a: Baader. 1990]. But if the language has the 
Beth definability property, any concept implicitly defined in a knowledge base also has 
an explicit definition without self reference. Hence, considering only acyclic definitions 
does not carry any expressivity loss. 
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4.5.4 Variables and Binders 

What about the idea of introducing variables and binders? It turns out that free variables 
do not fit well in a global perspective. As we prove in Theorem 7.17. the global K-
Sat problem of Hs(@) is not decidable. The reason is that with the global notion 
of consequence, free variables are interpreted as universally quantified and the global 
hybrid quantifier V is surreptitiously creeping into the picture. 

Too bad, but we could still consider only sentences if we add the I binder to the 
language. Undecidability strikes again: by Theorem 7.1 even the fragment of %s(l) 
consisting of pure nominal-free sentences has an undecidable local K-Sat problem. But 
if we restrict I to appear non-nested, the language turns decidable. We will prove this 
in Theorem 7.10. here instead we will show that this non-nested use of 4- actually has a 
quite natural interpretation in description logic terms. 

Extend ACCOl to ACCOXi with the addition of two new operators THOSE-X and 
{X}. and allow {X} and THOSE-X.C as concepts if C is a concept. Semantics for 
ACCOXi will be defined in terms of extended interpretations which are pairs (T. i) 
where I is a standard interpretation X = (A1, -z) and i G A1. Now define. 

{Xp'<> = {*} 

THOSE-X.C*<z'> = {a e A1 \ a e C<z'°>}. 

The best way to understand how THOSE-X and {X} work together is by trying our hand 
with some examples. 

EXAMPLE 4.16. Consider the following definitions in ACCOXI, 

NOT-SELF-EMPLOYED = THOSE-X.(VEMPL0YED-BY.̂ {X}) n HUMAN 
C0RRESP0NDED-L0VE = THOSE-X.(3L0VES.3L0VES_1.{X}). 

The first concept defines the set of all those elements in the domain which are both 
human and which are not employed by themselves. While the second, define those 
happy people loving somebody who loves them back. 

It is easy to show with techniques similar to the ones we used in Section 4.5.2, that the 
addition of these new operators (even with the restriction to non-nested occurrences) 
indeed provides extended expressive power. If we restrict to sentences and non-nested 
occurrences of THOSE-X, we obtain a new decidable description language which seems 
well suited to define notions involving self reference, as the concepts in Example 4.16 
show. In Chapter 5 we will discuss how to provide reasoning methods for handling I. 

4.5.5 Accounting for Counting 

Graded or counting modalities {n)(p allow us to restrict the number of possible successors 
of a given state satisfying if. 

M.m It- (n)<p iff 3m 1 : . . . ,mn.( / \ m, ƒ m3 k f\R(m,mi) k f\M,rrii lh <p). 
l<i<j<n 1<'<" l<i<n 
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Even though these modalities have been introduced into modal languages in the 1970s 
[Goble. 1970: Fine. 1972]. their theory is not so WPII developed On the other hand, the 
corresponding operators {<n R)C and (>n R)C called qualifying number restrictions 
are actively used in description languages, as they lend themselves well to represent 
information like "every human has exactly two parents" or "applicants should provide 
at least two references from professors": 

HUMAN C (<2 P a r e n t ) T n (>2 Pa ren t )T , 

APPLICANT C (>2 Reference)PR0FESS0R. 

Notice that the operator Q of qualifying number restriction is more expressive than the 
simple number restrictions N we introduced in Table 2.1. The definition of APPLICANT 
above is not possible using just A/". 

Only recently, and actually stemming from the interaction between the description 
and modal logic communities, new result concerning counting operators have been pre
sented. The first complexity results appeared in [de Rijke and van der Hoek, 1995], 
where a PSPACE-completeness result is proved for the local satisfiability problem for 
multi-modal G r ( K ) (multi-modal K extended with graded modalities). But the proof 
only covers the case when numbers in graded modalities are encoded in unary. Tobies 
[1999], shows that the same result obtains even when the encoding is done in binary. 

Concerning model-theoretical results, [de Rijke. 2000] presents the appropriate no
tion of bisimulation for graded modalities, and provides a simple proof of the finite 
model property together with a characterization of the fragment of first-order logic cor
responding to the basic modal language extended with graded modalities in the line of 
Theorem 4.14. 

As we showed in Example 3.5, %s(@, I) is expressive enough to encode graded modal
ities. But very little is known concerning counting modalities in less powerful hybrid 
logics. The only two references we are aware of come from the description logic com
munity. In [Horrocks et al, 2000c] a decision method for determining the consistency of 
(non Boolean) knowledge bases for the description language STiXQ is given. SH1Q is 
an extension of ACC which includes transitively closed primitive roles, inverse roles, role 
hierarchies and qualifying number restrictions. The algorithm is an extension of a pre
vious decision method for consistency of SW.1Q knowledge bases with empty A-Boxes, 
and relays in techniques similar to the ones used in [Areces et al., 1999c] and the ideas 
we have been using in previous sections: and A-box can be modeled by a forest a set of 
trees whose root nodes form an arbitrarily connected graph, where the number of trees 
is limited by the number of individual names occurring in the A-Box. 

In [Tobies. 2000a], complexity results for ACCQ. the description logic counterpart of 
Gr (K) , are investigated. Tobies considers T-Boxes with cardinality restrictions. Cardi
nality restrictions are expressions of the form 

(>n C) and (<n C) 

for C a concept in ACCQ. An interpretation I satisfies (>n C) iff \CX\ > n. This 
kind of knowledge bases encodes a form of global counting and are more expressive than 
those containing only terminological axioms. To witness, (C C. D) is equivalent to 
(<0 (C n ->£>)). Tobies proves that deciding consistency of knowledge bases containing 
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cardinality restrictions for the language ACCQ is ExpTiME-complete, while it moves 
to NExpTiME-complete for ALCQL- Tobies also reports a behavior similar to what 
we discuss in Theorem 7.18: even though the satisfiability problem in terms of empty 
knowledge bases for ACCQX is PSPACE-complete, it jumps to NExpTiME-complete by 
the addition of a single nominal. 

One interesting point for further research is the following. It will become clear in 
Section 6.2 that the counter-examples to arrow interpolation we present are based on 
a counting argument. Because the language is not expressive enough to bound the 
number of successors of a given state we can draw bisimulations between points with 
different number of successors and use this to prove failure of the interpolation property. 
The language extended with counting operators (even unqualified counting) would, of 
course, destroy the bisimilarity and hence our counter-examples, opening the way to 
interpolation. 

4.6 Differences and Similarities 

As we said in the introduction of Section 4.5, there are many more possible connections 
between description and hybrid languages which we didn't discuss. 

On the complexity line, for example, there are interesting links between the filtra
tion technique and the selection of maximal and minimal witnesses (see the proof of 
Theorem 7.22), and the blocking technique used to prove termination of completion of 
constraint systems when transitive roles are allowed (see [Horrocks et at, 2000b]). Also 
having to do with complexity and decision methods, the tableau systems provided in the 
hybrid literature [Tzakova, 1999a; Blackburn, 2000a] differ from the constraint systems 
we introduced for description languages in Section 2.4, and a comparison would surely 
lead to new discoveries. In addition, as we discussed in Section 3.2 there are important 
connections between hybrid languages and labeled deduction, and these connections are 
now made extensive to description languages. And there is of course, the issue of imple
mentations. Many, very powerful provers (DLP, FACT, RACE) are available for a variety 
of description languages. They can already today deal with many modal languages, and 
it would be simple to extend them to deal with hybrid languages. 

We have only scratched the surface on expressivity issues. For example, definability 
results for hybrid languages (like those in [de Rijke, 1992; Gargov and Goranko, 1993; 
de Rijke and Sturm, 2000]) shed light on which are the models which can be captured 
by the knowledge bases of certain description languages. More generally, [Gargov and 
Goranko, 1993] discusses transfer results when moving from basic modal languages to 
languages with nominals, while [Goranko and Passy, 1992] does a similar analysis for the 
extension with the existential modality. These results are closely related to the move 
from empty knowledge bases to non-empty A- and T-Boxes, respectively. In his original 
article, Schild discusses axiomatizations for description languages drawing from modal 
logics and CPDL. We can explore a similar path by means of the axiomatizations and 
completeness results for hybrid logic [Passy and Tinchev, 1991; Tzakova, 1999a]. 

In Sections 4.5.4 and 4.5.5 we picked just two examples of the different directions in 
which the two families of languages have developed, but the possible options were many. 
On the hybrid side, for example, the general theme of sorting (inclusion of new sets of 
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symbols to represent a given type of information), instead of just naming, gives rise to 
hvhrirl languages which ran handle intervals [Axeces et al . 2000a], paths [Bull, 1970: 
Goranko. 2000]. or time granularity and reference [Blackburn. 1994]. And the available 
choices on the description logic side are innumerable: transitive closure, transitive roles, 
role hierarchies, role composition, disjointness axioms, etc. 

It looks like the bridge between description and hybrid logics we have constructed 
will be well-traveled. 


